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1. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
In this study, attention is paid to braided fabrics as

The characteristics of long-fiber unidirectionally

the form of reinforcing fiber in composite materials and

reinforced polymeric materials are high elasticity and

the influence of a circular hole on the mechanical

strength in the direction of fiber orientation. When the

properties of a flat braided composite is investigated.

composite materials are used as structural members,

Two types of specimens are prepared; a flat braided bar

connecting them with other members is one of the main

with a braided hole in which the fiber bundle is

challenges. Mechanically fastened joints connecting

continuous around the hole, and one with a machined

each member by pins or bolts have been well known as

hole. The effects of a circular hole on fracture behavior

one of the simplest joint methods. However, it has

in the braided flat bar is examined by static tensile and

usually been stated that stress concentration around the

fatigue testing. Moreover, specimens with a pin inserted

hole is caused by the holes. In the case of members

at the circular hole are also examined under static

made from homogeneous material, the failure mode and

tensile loading. In order to evaluate damage, macro and

strength are decided only from the joint geometry,

micro damage observations are carried out.

whereas in heterogeneous materials such as composite

From the results of static tensile and fatigue testing,

materials, in addition to the joint geometry the fiber

the flat bar with a braided hole had higher performance

orientation state around the hole greatly affects the

than the flat braided bar with the machined hole.

failure mode and joint strength. For example, when the

Furthermore, difference of damage propagation and

hole is produced by machining after fabrication of the

dominant factor of fracture in the two types of flat

composite material, a decrease

in the strength is

braided composites with a circular hole was confirmed

attributed to cutting of the fiber around the hole.

by macro and micro observation. Damage at the

Therefore,

composite with a hole by machining work depends on

designing the connection parts of composite materials.

the interface between fiber bundles and was confirmed

Chang et al. IM used a steel punch to bypass the

to concentrate around a hole. Beside, damage at the

continuous

composite with a hole by application of braiding

(laminate with a moulded-in hole). Lin 12,3/ used the

particular

fiber

consideration

around

the

preset

is

required

circular

in

hole

technique depends on continuously oriented fiber in the

same method to study the strength of woven-glass-

longitudinal direction. Consequently, it is considered

roving laminates and discussed the numerical approach

that a performance of the reinforcing fiber properly

in the strength analysis and experimental results. These

works in the case that reinforcement configuration is

results showed that composites with moulded-in holes

braided fabric.

possess better mechanical properties than composites
55
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with drilled holes. However, laminated composites have

monochrome treatment was performed to the full color

poor strength through thickness and the discontinuity of

image obtained by digital video camera and the number

fiber at the edge of composite materials. As a result, the

of pixels which means white color was calculated as

properties of (±45)s laminates with moulded-in hole and

whitening area. Furthermore, the internal part of each

machined

Accordingly,

specimen during static tensile test is observed by optical

attention has been paid to braided fabrics as the form of

microscope for a detailed investigation of the whitening

reinforcing fiber in composite materials. The braided

part obtained as the damage.

hole

are

almost

the

same.

fabrics possess the structure in which whole reinforcing
fiber

continues

provides

in

available

dimensional

the

longitudinal

weaving

composites.

direction

structure

Maekawa

in
et

and
three-

al.

2. FABRICATION O F SPECIMEN A N D

/4/

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

experimentally investigated the tensile strength of flat
braided composites with a circular hole. In order to

Flat braided fabric was fabricated with glass fiber

clarify the difference of mechanical properties caused

(17μιη, 2000 filaments, ER1150 F-165, Nippon Electric

by the fabrication method for creating a circular hole, a

Glass Co.) using a 25-carrier braiding machine with the

detailed

orientation angle of 30 degrees. Figure 1 shows the

and

quantitative

investigation

of

fracture

mechanism is needed.

schematic diagrams of three types of braided flat bar.

In this study, two types of specimens, a flat braided

The specimens were made from flat braided fabric

bar with a braided hole with a fiber bundle continuously

impregnated with epoxy resin (EPOMIK R-140, Mitsui

oriented around the hole and one with a machined hole,

Petrochemical Industry Co.) by hand lay up method.

were prepared and the differences in their mechanical

They were cured at room temperature for 24 hours and

properties and fracture mechanism were investigated.

post curing was carried out at 100°C for 2 hours. The

The effects of a circular hole on fracture behaviors in

braided hole (symbol " B H " ) was fabricated by inserting

the braided flat bar were examined by static tensile test

a Teflon pin at the center of the width direction during

and fatigue test. Moreover, specimens with an inserted

the braiding process. After curing the specimen, the

pin at the circular hole were also examined under static

Teflon pin was removed. In the BH specimen, the glass

tensile

fibers

loading.

In

order

to

clarify

the

fracture

are continuously oriented around the hole as

mechanism, we regarded the whitening that occurred in

illustrated in Fig.l. On the other hand, the machined

the process

damage

hole (symbol " M H " ) was made by drilling, so that the

propagation and the whitening (damage) propagation

glass fibers are cut at the rim of the hole in MH

was

specimen.

of the deformation

confirmed

by

method

of

Flat Braided Bar

as macro
image

processing;

Flat Braided Bar
with Braided Hole
Fig. 1: Types of specimen
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Geometric shape and size of specimen with a hole

Figure 2 shows the geometric shape and size of a

shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows load-strain curves

specimen. The regular braided flat bar (symbol "F") for

obtained from strain gauge 1 and 2 on the M H and BH

a comparison is the same size of specimen as shown in

specimens. In the MH specimen, the value of strain

Fig. 2. The fiber volume fraction was 4 5 % in these

gauge 2 was larger than that of strain gauge 1 from

specimens. In the static tensile test, tensile load was

initial loading to final fracture. On the other hand, the

applied by an Instron Universal Testing

Instrument

(Type 4206) with a cross head speed of l mm/min. at

value of strain gauge 2 is continuously lower than that
of strain gauge 1 in the BH specimen.

room temperature. The displacement was obtained by

Next, tensile tests were performed by inserting a

movement of the cross head of the machine. The fatigue

steel pin at the circular hole due to the observation

test was carried out using ServoPulser (Type EHF-

during the preceding tensile tests that deformation of the

ED10-20L, Shimadzu Co) and loading condition was
repeated. The stress amplitudes were seven levels of 10
MPa in the range from 200 to 2 6 0 M P a in the BH
specimen and 160 to 2 2 0 M P a in the M H specimen.
Both speeds of cycling were 8Hz.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Static Tensile Test
From the results of "BH", " M H " and " F " specimens,
it is seen that each load-displacement curve showed
almost same tendency for the load to rise with the
increase of the displacement until final fracture with the
gradual reduction of inclination. Although

maximum

load of the M H specimen was 3 6 % lower than that of
the F specimen, that of the BH specimen was no more
than 17% lower. For the study of detailed deformation
behavior, two strain gauges were placed far from a hole
(strain gauge 1) and the side of a hole (strain gauge 2) as
57
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area around a circular hole was different in specimens

of the M H P specimen indicated the same tendency for

with the braided and machined holes. In these tests, BH

MH specimens as that shown in Fig. 4. In the BHP

and MH specimens are described as " B H P " and "MHP"

specimens, the behavior of strain gauges 1 and 2 was

specimens respectively. In the case of load-displacement

almost equal.

curves of the "BHP", " M H P " and "F" specimens, the

Figure 6 shows fracture aspects of the BH and MH

tendency by which the load rose with the increase of the

specimens

displacement

until

final

fracture with

the

after static

tensile

testing.

In the

BH

gradual

specimen, the crack occurred from the edge of the

reduction of inclination, was almost the same as the

specimen and the final fracture did not occur at the hole

tendency in the case of the "BH", " M H " and "F"

region. Therefore, in most specimens, a circular hole

specimens. The maximum load of the M H P specimen

existed after final fracture, as shown in Fig. 6. In the

was 37% lower than that of the F specimen and this

MH specimen, the crack occurred at the rim of the

lowering rate was similar to the relation between the

circular hole and the specimen was broken at the side of

MH and F specimena indicated above. However, the

the hole. These tendencies were equally indicated in the

maximum load of the BHP specimen increased to equal

BHP and MHP specimens, respectively. The

the values of the " F " specimen. Similar to the BH and

bundle around the circular hole was cut in the MH

MH specimens, load-strain curves were obtained from

specimen, whereas in the BH specimen, the continuity

strain gauge 1 and 2 and are shown in Fig. 5. The curves

of the fiber bundle around the hole is kept because a

fiber
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Fig. 6: Fracture aspect after static tensile test
Fig. 7: Fracture aspects in static tensile test for
whitening phenomenon
spacer was used at the fabrication of the hole. Moreover,
the fiber volume fraction of the BH specimen becomes

from the

longitudinal

direction

shifts

in

a

near

high in value on both sides of the hole. Accordingly, it

longitudinal direction and expands away from the hole.

is considered that the BH specimen was not broken at

Hence, through these results, we considered the BH

the side of the hole; therefore, due to the difference in

specimen with a pin created a quasi situation of a

fracture aspects, the strength increased.

smooth specimen "F".

In addition, when a tensile load was applied to the
flat braided composite, whitening occurred in the
process of deformation.

In the F specimen,

this

whitening phenomenon was uniformly observed over
the whole specimen and it appeared especially strong at
the cross part of fiber bundle.

However, in the

specimens with circular holes such as the BH and MH
specimens, the whitening phenomenon was initiated at
an angle about 45 degrees from the

longitudinal

direction around the circular holes. In the BH specimen,
then the whitening propagated

in the

3.2 Fatigue Test

longitudinal

Figure 8 shows S-N curves of the BH and MH
specimens. At the same value of stress amplitude, the
BH specimens had a higher number of cycles than the
MH specimens. The line of BH specimens has less
inclination than that of MH specimens, though there is a
slight difference. Similar to the static tensile test, the BH
specimens exhibited superior properties over the Μ Η
specimens.

direction and a great deal of whitening appeared at some

280

distance from the circular hole. On the other hand, the

260

whitening phenomenon concentrated around the circular
hole in the MH specimen. Although the geometric
shapes were equal for both the BH and MH specimens,
load-strain curves and the fracture aspects indicated the
above-mentioned differences. There was no change in
the maximum load and tendency of the load-strain
curves for either the MH or the MHP specimens;

g
Ö
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therefore, the deformation process and the final fracture
aspects of the MHP specimens were the same as those
of the MH specimens. Figure 7 shows photographs of
the BH and BHP specimens. In the BHP specimens, the
whitening that appeared at an angle of about 45 degrees

140

0
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10s
Number of Fracture Cycles, Nf
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Fig. 8: S-N curves of BH and MH specimens
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between fiber and matrix resin, which are shown in the
case of static tensile test, do not generally work. It is
therefore considered that the load bearing by pulled out
fiber bundle has a low value and the edge of the final
fracture line is straighter than that in the case of the
static tensile test with pulled out fiber bundle.

4. M A C R O E V A L U A T I O N OF WHITENING
BH

W h i t e n i n g area

MH
Fig. 9:

Fracture aspect after fatigue test

PROPAGATION
When a load is applied to the specimen, whitening
occurs in the process of the deformation. As mentioned

Figure 9 shows fracture aspects of the BH and Μ Η

in previous sections, whitening manifests in different

specimens after the fatigue tests. Similar results to the

ways in each specimen, according to the fabrication

static tensile test were indicated in the position of the

method used for each specimen and the testing situation.

final fracture. The different fracture aspects between

Consequently, it is considered that whitening is an

static tensile and fatigue test were shown in the number

important factor in the damage propagation and fracture

of pulled out fibers, which was smaller in the fatigue

mechanism

of

specimens

used

in

this

study.

We

test. In cases where stress amplitude is small and the

considered that an increase of whitening was damage

number of fracture cycles is large, the speed of damage

propagation

propagation was comparatively slow; the debonding

propagation by use of whitening propagation. Figures

between matrix and fiber bundle and fiber fracture

10 and 11 show images of whitening propagation in
tensile

and

tried

tests.

In

to

evaluate

these

images,

the

damage

occurred by cyclic loading before a crack that will cause

static

final fracture propagates. Accordingly, when the matrix

treatment was performed on full color images obtained

monochrome

crack propagates, the bridging effect of continuous fiber

by a digital video camera. The values inscribed under

and the shearing resistance contributed bv the interface

the images are ratios of applied load to maximum load.
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Whitening propagation images of BH and BHP in static tensile test

In the MH and M H P specimens, whitening only

and BHP specimens obtained at each section is shown

appears around a hole and does not generally exist away

in Fig. 14. The result in the BH specimen

from a hole. Consequently, it is considered that the

behavior in which whitening initially occurs around a

indicates

stress concentration caused by the existence of a circular
hole is clearly indicated. On the other hand, whitening
appeared not only concentrically around a hole but also
obviously away from a hole in the BH

specimen.

Furthermore, in the BHP specimen, concentration of
whitening around a hole is reduced and whitening away
from a hole appears more clearly than that of the BH
specimen.
Next, in order to investigate the quantitative tendency
of whitening at each specimen, we divided the images
into three sections as shown in Fig. 12 and produced
whitening propagation curves plotting an increase of
whitening area in each of the three sections of images.
The value of the whitening area is expressed by the
number of pixels and is obtained by subtracting the
number of pixels indicated in black from the whole
number of pixels. Figure
whitening

areas

in the

13 shows the number of
MH

and

MHP

specimens

obtained at each section. Whitening propagation curves
at each section in the M H and M H P specimens are also
similar and it is clear that whitening concentrates around
a hole. These results agree with aspects indicated after
final fracture with a specimen break at the side of a
hole.
Moreover, the number of whitening areas in the BH

Sectionl
Fig. 12:

Section2

SectionS

Situation of the three sections for whitening
propagation
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hole and propagates to the longitudinal direction away

specimen is indicated.

from a hole, because an increase of whitening area in

Figure 15 shows images of whitening propagation in

section 1 (circumference of a hole) is first shown to be

fatigue tests. Each image is classified by its rate of

over 60% and the subsequent whitening away from a

applied cycles and the same image processing was

hole is seen to be 80%. On the other hand, whitening

performed in Fig. 10 and 11. Each characteristic of the

propagation curves are almost the same in each section

BH and MH specimens is similar in the case of static

in the BHP specimen. It is considered that whitening

tensile tests. However, the whitening area is limited

occurs throughout the specimen at the same time and

around circular hole due to cyclic loading. As shown in

different stress distribution

Fig. 16, the whitening area in the BH specimen did not
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Whitening propagation images in fatigue test

increase from the initial stage to the final fracture. As
mentioned above, in the BH specimen, the result of the
fatigue test agrees with that of the static tensile test in
the point that the whitening area does not increase just
before final fracture. In the MH specimen, although
whitening area does not generally increase just before
final fracture in the result of the static tensile test, the
whitening area increases immediately after applying a
load in the fatigue test. Consequently, it is considered
that the performance of the BH specimen does not
depend on the mode of loading shown.
20

40

60

80

Cycle rate N / N f , %
5. MICRO OBSERVATION BY OPTICAL
Fig. 16:

Whitening propagation curves in fatigue test

generally

increase until about 70% and

especially

MICROSCOPE
To explain the difference between the BH and MH

indicated the radical rising more than about 90%. And

specimens as regards micro damage behavior caused by

the curve in the MH specimen indicates a gradual

the fabrication method of the specimen with a circular
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hole, the inside of the specimen was observed by optical
microscope during static tensile loading. Figure

17

the perpendicular direction to the longitudinal direction.
Furthermore,

as

opposed

to

the

MH

and

MHP

shows micro damage at the side of a hole in each

specimens, many fiber fractures were confirmed on the

specimen. In the M H and M H P specimens, matrix crack

debonded fiber bundles around the matrix crack.

occurred from the rim of a hole along the direction of

In addition, aspects near the tab away from a hole

fiber orientation in the initial fracture. Subsequently,

after final fracture are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. In the

this crack propagated to the edge of the specimen in the

MH and M H P specimens, damage is not indicated at all,

perpendicular direction to the longitudinal

as shown in Fig. 18. However, debonding is indicated in

direction

(loading direction) with debonding at the periphery. On

BH specimen and much fiber fracture and debonding

the other hand, in the BH and BHP specimens, matrix

are observed in the BHP specimen in Fig. 19.

cracks also occurred at the side of a hole along the

With

the

above-mentioned

results,

in

the

MH

direction of fiber orientation. However, these matrix

specimen, matrix crack occurred and propagated along

cracks were at the boundary of fiber bundles with

the discontinuous fiber bundles from the rim of a hole

debonding, so that continuously orientated fiber bundles

with the debonding between fiber bundles. On the other

with the debonding had shifted to the center of a circular

hand, in the BH specimen, fiber fracture occurred in the

hole. Accordingly, as observed in the MH and MHP

continuously orientated fiber bundles at the side of a

specimens, the crack, which occurred at the side of a

hole and progressed with increase in applied

hole, did not propagate to the edge of the specimen in

Consequently, the damage depends on properties of

Matrix crac

Matrix crack

M H

Fig. 17:
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Micro fracture at the side of a hole by optical microscope

load.
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Μ Η
Fig. 18:

Aspects at the area away from a hole of MH and MHP after final fracture

B H P

B H
Fig. 19:

M H P

Aspects at the area away from a hole of BH and BHP after final fracture

interface between fiber bundles in the M H specimen; on

investigated. Two types of specimens were prepared; A

the other hand, it is considered that the damage depends

flat braided bar with a braided hole with fiber bundle

on properties of fiber continuously oriented in the BH

continuously oriented around the hole, and one with a

specimen.

machined hole. The effects of a circular hole on fracture
behaviors in the braided flat bar were examined by
static tensile tests and fatigue tests. Moreover, in order
6. C O N C L U S I O N

to evaluate the damage, macro and micro

damage

observations were carried out.
In this study, the influence of a circular hole on the

From the result of static tensile tests and fatigue tests,

mechanical properties of a flat braided composite was

the flat braided composite with a braided hole obtained
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